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Specification of Letters Patent,

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, HARRY B. LYONs, of
Cleveland, in the county of Cuyahoga and
State of Ohio, have invented certain new
and useful Improvements in Hook-Holding
Devices for Sewing-Machines, of which the
following is a specification, reference being
had to the accompanying drawings, forming
part thereof.
O
This invention relates to improvements in
devices for holding hooks while the same are
being sewn to fabric by a machine and, in
its simplest form, this invention relates to
such hook holding devices adapted to be
5 mounted on the button clamp or similar vi
brating or moving mechanism of a sewing
machine whereby the position of the hook,
held by this improved device, relative to the
path of the needle may be changed from
20 time to time.
One object of this invention is to so cou
struct a hook holding deviee for sewing raa
chines that the hook may be held from lat
eral
movement while clear passages for the
25 needle are furnished at the sides of the hook.
Another object of this invention is to. So
construct a hook holding device for sewing
on hooks that the needle thread may, at
times, be guided around the shank of the
30 hook.

Other
of the invention
will
pear
fromobjects
the following
description.
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1.

The invention consists in the novel hook

holding blade.
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The invention also consists in such other
inovel features of construction and combina
tion of parts as shall hereinafter be more

fully
described and pointed out in the
claims.

diagrammatically the manner in which the
thread loops are guided over the end of the 55
hook, a portion of the work plate of the ma
chine being shown. Fig. 5, represents a
pel'spective view of a piece of material and a
hook
sewed thereto as accomplished with the
aid of this new device.
60
Similar
numerals
of
reference
designate
corresponding parts throughout.
In the sewing of hooks to fabrics by ma
chine, it is found desirable to secure the

shank as well as the eye terminals of the 65
hooks to the fabric by loops of the sewing
thread. As in such sewing, it is desirable
and in some sewing machines necessary to
effect the lateral vibration of the hook under
operation with respect to the path of the 70
needle, in order to lay the thread across the

members of the hook it is necessary to pro
vide means for holding and vibrating the
hook which holding means should be adapt
ed to be vibrated by the vibrating mecha- 75
nism such as is usually employed in the here
tofore known button sewing machines to

vibrate the button clamps or button holding

devices thereof.

It is of course desirable that the hook 80
should be so held by its holding device that
the needle shall have clear passage at the
sides of the hook shank in orie to so place
stitches that the thread will draw around
said shank and it is also important that the 85
hook be held from lateral motion independ
ent of its vibrating and holding means or
carrier as, otherwise, the hook might acci
dentally move into the path of the needle
when the needle is raised and cause the 90
breakage of said needle by intercepting the
needle on the downward stroke.

Figure 1, represents a plan view of theim One of the objects of this invention there
proved hook holding device shown in rela fore
is to so construct a hook carrier for a sew
tion
to
the
arms
of
a
button
clamp,
the
lat
ing
machine
in which the hook may be held 95
ter being indicated, a hook being in place. from independent
lateral motion with re
Fig. 2, represents a sectional view of theim
45 proved hook holding device as taken on line spect to its carrier while clearance is of
fered to the passage of the needle at the sides
2-2 Fig. 1, a hook being in place. Fig. 3, of
the hook.
represents a bottom plan view of theim It is also desirable to facilitate the en- 100
proved device showing the preferred shape
of the hook with the hook holder
of the hook supporting tongue. Fig. 4, rep gagement
or carrier and this is another object of the
50 resents an enlarged sectional view of the im present
invention. .
proved device, as on line 2-2 Fig. 1, in re In carrying this invention into practice
lation to the hook and the fabric to which
its simplest form, I construct the main 05
the hook is to be sewed, and illustrating in
plate 6 of a shape and size to be applied or
40

2
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mounted on the button clamp or other simi
lar vibratory means of a sewing machine
whereby the work may be vibrated during
the sewing operation; this vibratory means
being herein indicated as the arms of a but
ton clamp C. This plate 6 has the edge 7
having the opening 8 forming the needle
passage and hook receiving chamber of
O

which the inner end 9 forms an abutment to
limit the inward movement of the hook when

lateral vibration, a group of stitches is
formed around the inner sides of the eyes
c, othereof; the hook carrier is then moved
to the position, relative to the path of the 70
needle n, shown approximately in Fig. 4 and
another group of stitches is sewn. In sew
ing this latter group of stitches the needle
a passes down at one side of the guard 14,
and freely through the needle passage at one
side of the shank of the hooka and tongue 75
11, which passage is of course unobstructed;
the thread t is taken by the looper land,
in Such sewing a series of loops of thread is
formed which extend over the guard 14 and, 80
when drawn tight, pass in succession down
(ver the curved or inclined edge 16 of said
guard 14 and then under the hooked or
pointed end 17 thereof whereby said thread
loops are guided below the end of the hook 85
and are then drawn to or approximately to
the point in the material through which the
needle passes in sewing this second group
of Stitches so that a series of loops of thread
embrace the shank of the hook as indicated

said hook is being inserted. Secured to the
plate 6 is the bottom plate 10 having the
hook supporting tongue 11 extending be
neath said opening 8 and dividing said open
15 ing into two needle passages 12 and 13.
Pivotally mounted on or in the plate 6 is
the combined hook holding device and guard
14 which has the rear extension 15, the for
ward curved edge 16, the hook end 17, adapt
20 ed to receive the end of the hook, and the
hook engaging blade or member 18 which,
in the present instance, is shown as engaged
between the somewhat separated parallel
members forming the end of the hook. at t' in Fig. 5.
90
25 Pressure is exerted against the guard mem
After
the
sewing
operation
the
hook
car
ber 14 to swing its forward end up to facili rier, with the material e and the hook sewed
tate the placing of a hook in position by the thereto, is preferably moved upward from
Spring 19 located in a socket in said plate 6 the part f of the machine and the lifter 20
and the forward end of said member 14 is is then free to move downward as the for
moved
against the action of spring 19 by the
30
part of guard 14 is moved upward by
lifter or actuator 20 slidably mounted in . ward
19 acting thereagainst. It is of
perforations and hearing against the exten Spring
course
evident
that the point 17 of the guard
sion 15 of member 14, the lower ends 21, 21 14 need not extend
below the end
of this lifter being adapted to be intercept of the hook underdownward
operation
and, in such 100
35 ed by the fabric to which the hook is to be case, the material e and the hook d, sewed
sewn or by any part of the machine, suit to such material can be drawn out, to the
ably positioned, so that the downward move
in Fig. 4 without first raising this end
ment of the button carrier against the work left
of
the
14.
or the work support effects, through said It isguard
of course evident that the blade 18 05
lifter
or
actuator
20,
the
engagement
of
the
40
need not extend downward as far as is
hook by the guard blade 18 of guard 14.
shown
and for use with hooks of which the
In operation the hook a is placed on the members
d, d are closer together or are of
tongue 11 with the curve b of the hook different shape
those shown herein the 10
against the abutment 9 of plate 6, the eyes shape of the hooktoengaging
portion of guard
45 o, o of the hook extending beyond the side 14 may be and preferably is modified.
edges of said tongue, in which position the It is not my intention to limit my inven
space between the members d, d of the end tion to the exact construction of the guard
of the hook is in alinement with the blade
18 of the holding member 14; the hook car member 14 or to the specific manner of 115
50 rier is now brought against the material e mounting the same relative to the tongue
it being understood that said tongue 11
while said material is supported on some 11,
and the guard member are to coöperate to
supporting member f of the machine as hold
the hook in position without interfer
shown in Fig. 4 of the drawings and in such ing with
the passage of the needle at the 120
movement the lifter or actuator 20 is moved sides of the
hook.
55 upward relative to the plate 6 and thus
It is of course evident that the plate 6
moves upward the extension 15 of guard 14, may
formed in part with or be perma
thus bringing the forward end of said guard nentlybeattached
the button clamp or other
14 downward whereby the blade 18 engages vibratory deviceto whereby
the hook under 25
between the members d, d of the hook end
60 and the hook or depending end 17 of the operation may be moved relative to the
needle.
,
uard overlaps the end of the hook, the hook path of the
it is preferred to vibrate the nee
eing thus engaged wholly within its width. dleWhere
this hook holding device may be sta
In the initial part of the sewing operation
the hook a is preferably so positioned with tionary without departing from this inven 30
65 respect to the path of the needle that, under tion.
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3.

Having thus described my invention, I hook holding member having a blade for
hook and an extension to overlap the junc
1. A device for holding hooks in sewing ture of said members to guide the thread
machines comprising, a member having a beneath said point of juncture.
hook supporting tongue, a hook holding 6. A hook holding device for sewing ma
member movably mounted on said hook sup chines comprising a plate having an open

claim as new and desire to secure yby Let-- engaging between the wire members of a
ters Patent-

5

0.

30

5

porting member, and movable means car
ried
by said hook supporting member for
moving said holding member vertically.
2. A device for holding hooks in sewing
machines comprising a pair of coöperating
hook holding members having relative
movement, and means acting against one of
said members to effect relative movement
thereof, said means adapted to be operated
by a fixed part of the sewing machine.
3. A device for holding hooks in sewing
machines comprising a hook supporting
member, an actuating rod slidable in a per
foration of said member, and a hook hold
ing member carried by said supporting
memberholding
and movable
and frommem
the
hook
position,toward
said holding
ber being operatively related to said actuat
ing rod.
4. A holding device for holding wire.
hooks in sewing machines comprising a hook
supporting tongue, and a hook holding
member having a downwardly extending
blade adapted to be engaged between the
wire members of the hook and an extension
overlap the juncture of said wire mem
e.S.
5. A hook holding device for sewing ma

chines having a hook support, and a pivoted

40

ing forming a needle passage, a hook sup
porting tongue carried by said plate and 45
bisecting said passage and a combined
thread guide and hook holding member piv
otally mounted on said plate to swing to
ward said tongue.
7. A hook holding device for sewing ma SO
chines comprising a plate having an open
ing forming a needle passage, a tongue car
ried by said plate and bisecting said pas
sage and a member pivotally mounted on
said plate to swing into said passage with 55
out obstructing the same, said member hav
ing a hook engaging means.
8. The combination with a plate having
an opening therein and a second plate se
cured to said first plate and having a tongue 60
extending across said opening, of a mem
ber pivotally mounted on said plate and
having a forward curved edge terminating.
in a hook and a hook engaging member, a
spring acting to move said member in one 85

direction and means acting on said member
to swing the same against the action of Said
spring, substantially as described:
HARRY B. LYONS.Witnesses:
J. L. QUIGLEY,
R. O'CoNNOR.

